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Articles, letters of interest, photographs are always needed and should be sent to
the Editor :- Sean Grant 51 Winchfield Crescent Havant PO9 3SR Tel :
07429639890 & Email : M3SGO@Hotmail.co.uk
It would be appreciated if submitting typed script that it is of good quality bold
lettering. This allows me to scan it in direct. Saving me time retyping. Copper
plate handwriting most acceptable. I use Microsoft Publisher 2013 to produce the
journal so am happy to accept articles/photographs on a CD providing it is
compatible and can be read in Word. If you require the material to be returned
please enclose a SAE. Opinions expressed in the journal are not necessarily
those of the HDARC. The editor has the right to reproduce the articles for our
affiliated club journals/newsletters. The Editor decision is always final.
Closing date for next journal is : 3rd of Mar 2018
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Editorial
Hiya Folks
And a Happy New Year 2018 to
everyone, I hope everyone is well,
and those who are under the
weather I hope you get well soon.
Well this is the first Journal in the new year and I hope
you will enjoy reading; it’s a bumper issue. And also put
together mainly by Mike M0ZDZ.
Mike is hopefully going to take over the Journal when I
reach my 50th issue, so we are in training at the minute
but I’m sure you will agree with me, he's a natural at this.
Anyway back to the New Year, I hear there is going to be
new training starting hopefully when you read this. Plenty
of maintenance for the Fort, so the committee will need
volunteers and hopefully plenty of special event stations.
So hopefully a busy new year. Keep an eye out for the
weekly emails from Stuart (club Sec.) and also keep an
eye on the club news/diary towards the back of each
journal for further updates
Anyway that’s me until next time, take care
73
Sean M0XAN
Journal Editor HDARC
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CONSTRUCTORS AWARDS 2017
Judging took place on Friday 6th October 2017 for the club’s annual
construction competition. Thanks to all members who participated.
Sadly the Intermediate category was not catered for this year, but the
novice and expert categories had a superb mixture of projects on display.
There were three judges in attendance, and once marks were
accumulated and added together per entrant, overall scores were very
close. The awards for winners and runners up were made at the AGM.
The club sincerely hopes that more members will enter projects ready for
the September/October judging in 2018.
It was agreed that the club project for 2018 was to construct an antenna. It
can be home brew, kit or taken from a magazine, no restriction; if you feel
confident enough no reason why you can’t enter more than one. Judging
for the club project is generally done on the same evening.
For those members who won their categories this year please don’t forget
to provide an article to Sean the HDARC journal editor on your winning
project for others to read.
Photos show some of the projects being judged prior to the AGM
Julia G0IUY
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HORNDEAN & DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Friday October 20th 2017 at
Deverell Hall, 84 London Road, Purbrook, Waterlooville, PO7 5JU.
Meeting opened at 1930. Present were: 22 members + 1 guest.
1. Apologies for absence:
MØHTE, G4WQZ, MØXAN, M6OKQ, G8PUO, M6KMV.
2. Minutes of the last AGM and matters arising.
Agreed that these were a true reflection of events. Proposed by G4SAQ, and
seconded by G3KOJ.
3. President’s Report – Doug Hotchkiss G4BEQ
Welcome to the 41st AGM. I note that we have just over 20 members in
attendance, including Officers and Committee out of a total of 57 members. The
AGM is the most important event in any club’s calendar. This is where important
decisions regarding the club are made as well as informing members of the past
year’s achievements and activities, together with future plans. This is the time
members can decide the club’s future, and how it can best be achieved. They can
elect or change those who are currently in charge, question the financial matters
of the club, and decide if money is being well spent.
I wonder how many members this evening, gave it a miss because “it’s only the
AGM”. A lot of work is required to run a club, and we in fact are blessed with a few
dedicated people, who are not getting younger I must say. Julia, Simon, Chris and
Frank have put in much time and effort with very little support from the members.
Special stations and work at the Fort have not been well supported, which is very
disappointing. Social activities lack the enthusiasm shown in the past. Our annual
coach trips are a distant memory. I think our reigning team have done a very good
job over the the past year, often under very difficult conditions, and not only
deserve our thanks, but more effort from us all to support them in the coming year.
Finally, I would like to thank Stuart for all his hard work, as his is the most
demanding job of all.
4. Chairman’s Annual Report – Ken Lindsay GØJWL
Good evening everyone and thank you for attending the 2017 AGM. I would firstly
like to thank the Officers and Committee for their hard work during this past year;
it has not been easy for any of them, mostly due to ill health and work
commitments. Again thank you very much and also a big thanks to you to the
membership for supporting us.
Our appreciation should also go to Simon, Russ and Roger and all other members
of the training team. You have all worked tirelessly to get new members to swell
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our ranks, also getting new licensees into our hobby. It is a great success story
and thanks to all of you for work you carried out on behalf of HDARC during 2017.
That said there is still much to do, for example getting the club station at the Fort
moving forward, Simon, Julia, and Russ worked up there last week to resite the
new caravan and get the trailer mast cables replaced. That is now done pretty
much, but we will need more volunteers to get both the inside of the caravan
sorted, the old one cut up and disposed of as well as general cleaning and maintenance of the facilities at the Fort. It really is not a great amount to do if we can
get a concentrated effort by getting all members of the HDARC involved in some
small part. That said, this really applies to everything we do not just up at the Fort,
but here and other club events, I do appreciate that we all live very busy lives but
10 minutes here and there really does make a big difference.
It would also be great to see members of the HDARC put themselves forward for
both the committee and to be officers of the HDARC; new perspectives are
always welcomed. Changes to both the committee and its officers are healthy not
only for the good and benefit of the HDARC but also for the ultimate long term
survival of any organisation, which includes us the HDARC which has achieved
much over its 42 year history.
Again many thanks for all of your efforts for supporting the HDARC and may that
support continue through the years.
5.

2016-7 Financial Report and Examination - Bill Kenway 2EØWGK.

I will take any questions at the end. I wish to thank the committee for their support
over the year, thank you to Julia for her patience whilst getting the books made
up, and in particular, thank you to Christine and Simon for getting the books
signed off.
How is our financial position? Well, the balance at the beginning of the year, that
is both cash and bank was £6,465.24 and our balance at the end of the year was
£6,569.68. A net profit over the year of £104.44. On the basis that we made a
profit, even if not a significant one, I have not sought an increase in membership
fees for the year 17-18.
However, what it also shows is that we are not growing with any significance and
so we could very easily tip over into a loss making position. Our membership
income for this past year amounted to £1,036. Our venue costs alone for the year
were £2,267 (£1,531 for club venue and £736 for Fort Widley). However that
figure is slightly distorted by the late payment of £585 to Anders Hall. You might
be interested to know that it took the Anders Committee until April to send us the
invoice and until June to present the cheque! Nonetheless, our facilities cost us
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not much less than twice as much as we gain in membership fees.
Once again it is the various activities that take place over the club’s year,
focusing on the sale of kit, donations from club members and the various other
activities that bolster our income and maintain our balance. Therefore I’d like to
thank everybody for taking part in the various fund raising activities, but in
particular those who were able to donate time for events such as the Newbury
Rally or other activities such as skittles and other social events, in particular I’d
like to thank Julia, Christine, Chris, Frank and Simon for their efforts.
It’s heartening to see how active we are in training, so congratulations to all
those who went through the course and have acquired their callsigns – thank
you for your contributions to the club’s coffers.
I repeat what I said at last year’s AGM; our main income continues to be from
the membership. We are again this year not looking to increase fees, but the
viability of the club remains on a knife edge. With our continued efforts I look
forward to another enjoyable year. This concludes my speech for this year.
6. Club Programme for the following year.
Stuart GØFYX started by saying that he didn’t have a programme for the year.
The cost of external speakers is becoming expensive, and although some will be
scheduled, he would be encouraging club members to give talks. We have our
quiz night in December, postponed from earlier in the year due to lack of
support. Other clubs will be invited to this, and we will also have mince pies on
that evening. Natter nights are popular, and provide opportunity for members to
meet each other in person, as well as a time for technical problem-solving.
7. Election of club officers.
Ken Lindsay GØJWL was elected as Chairman, Stuart Swain GØFYX was
elected as Secretary, Bill Kenway 2EØWGK was elected as Treasurer, all duly
elected by a unanimous show of hands.
8. Election of committee members.
The following were elected to the committee, all duly elected by a unanimous
show of hands: Julia Tribe GØIUY, Chris Jacobs MØKTT, and Neil Stone
M6LPI.
9. Presentation of club awards.
Constructors Awards: Novice winner was Rob Wells 2EØOCS. There was no
entry for the Intermediate award. Expert winner was Russ Tribe G4SAQ.
Participant certificates were presented to Bill Kenway 2EØWGK (novice), and
Rob Brown MØRZF (expert).
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The Sid Jenkins Memorial Trophy was not contested this year, as no suitable
project was decided on.
The HDARC trophy was won by John Taylor MØHTE.
The John Taylor-Cram Scribe of the year award was won by Russ Tribe G4SAQ
for his article ’Build yourself a J-pole for 2m’, in the Oct/Nov 2016 club journal.
The G4BEQ CW achievement award was won by John Taylor MØHTE.
The Alan Blake Memorial Trophy, donated by Alan’s family, was awarded to
Russ Tribe G4SAQ. This award is for significant training services for HDARC
during the year.
The 2017 Harold Newton award for service to the club went to Roger Skinner
MØKWN. Certificates of merit were awarded to Frank Cotton GØLFI,
Dave Williams G8PUO and Simon Tribe GØIUY. The AGM finished at 2019.
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Christmas Social
As another year draws to the end, the HDARC held its annual Christmas social on
Friday 8th December at the Southwick Park Golf Club. A total of 34 guests were
on the list which included members, family and friends. I am pleased to say that
Andre M0RAV joined the club for the third year in succession all the way from
Worthing.

Myra, who is the XYL of a silent key member Peter G3EMF, made a special
journey from her home in France to join the club’s annual dinner. Myra and Peter
always supported the event, but this year Myra was joined by her daughter
Wenda who lives near to Southampton.
The venue is now under new management and catering. Guests were asked to
arrive from 19.15hrs onwards, this was to allow staff to prepare the tables etc in
readiness for my group’s arrival. As group organiser I arrived a bit before, which
enabled me to put the place names in accordance with my seating list, and
arrange the raffle prizes on the table. The tables had been arranged in groups of
10-12 so that I could keep families etc together.
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The food was served at 20.00hrs; it was hot and the portions were plentiful, with
bowls of vegetables and extra on offer if required. The waitresses and catering
staff were attentive at all times. The group had been placed in the area adjacent
to the skittle alley, which has its own bar section so guests didn’t have far to walk.
No other group booking was made so we had the venue to ourselves which was
very nice. Hopefully we will have more members etc; in attendance for 2018 so
that we can keep the hire usage to ourselves rather than share!!!

A large decorated table was made available to put our raffle prizes on; these were
wrapped in Christmas paper so that guests could choose a prize freely. There
were plenty on the table thanks to a few guests donating additional wrapped
prizes upon arrival, this allowed each guest the chance to win a gift. Towards the
end when a second and third number for a guest was called, they kindly picked a
gift and handed it to another on a table who hadn’t been lucky at that time. The
photos included with this article were taken by Stuart G0FYX, Mick G3LIK and
Julia G0IUY.
The lucky ticket number was drawn at the end, followed by a speech from our
Chairman. The club thanked the management and staff for a fantastic evening
who received a clap in appreciation from all in attendance. I thank the guests for
supporting the venue and hope to see you all at the Skittles Night on April 27th.
Julia G0IUY
Soc Sec
Page
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GB4MHR

On Friday 22nd September 2017 Chris M0KTT, the club’s station manager,
and Stuart G0FYX transported all the equipment needed for the
weekend’s operation of GB4MHR which is a special event
commemorating “Railways on The Air”. This special event station was
taking place from the Medstead and Four Marks Railway Station, which is
on the Mid Hants Railway (hence MHR as the suffix for the callsign).
Otherwise known as the Watercress Line it operates between Alresford
and Alton.
The waiting room on the down line platform had kindly been reserved for
us to use during the weekend. On Saturday 23rd , Chris, Stuart and Russ
G4SAQ were in attendance, and had a good day despite HF conditions
being poor. VHF was slightly better with regards to contacts.
On Sunday 24th, Frank G0LFI, Christine M6UBI, and I agreed to attend to
give Chris support. We didn’t notify Chris beforehand as arrangements
might have changed at short notice due to Frank’s work commitments.
The journey to Medstead and Four Marks Station went smoothly with good
weather. We arrived at approximately 09.45hrs and crossed the bridge to
the waiting room which is located on the down line to Alresford, a train was
due soon after our arrival. When we entered the waiting room Chris was
busy operating the HF radio and was oblivious to our arrival for a short
time. We got settled and put the VHF radio on and made a few contacts
straight away, Chris by this time had finished and stopped for a short
break and was really pleased to see us.
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After a coffee break and a change of operators to VHF and HF some
photos were taken by Christine. Julia made a few good contacts on VHF
with a lighthouse operating from a bunker in the Channel Islands, and a
portable station on a hand-held in Bath.

The station at Medstead has set up an exhibition in one of the old goods
sheds which has been restored by the volunteers. The exhibition shows
the restoration of the station and parts of the Watercress Line and how life
was at that time. A large screen on the wall was showing the exhibition via
a constant loop of images and sound, together with still images on display
boards. This is an exhibition well worth visiting if you are interested in
steam railway or its history, and is located on the up platform.
During the course of the day we had visitors who were interested in what
our group was about and why we were in situ. The special event closed at
15.30hrs; this was to enable us the time required to dismantle antennas,
radio and equipment, pack away and take to the cars so that it could be
transported back to club storage.
In remembrance of Nigel M0NAF, we thank the staff and management of
the Watercress Line for allowing the club to continue operating from this
station each year. If it hadn’t been for Nigel, who is now sadly a silent key,
being a volunteer on the railway and a club member, the HDARC would
not have gained the friendship and support to allow this venue to be
successful.
Julia G0IUY
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The 2017 HDARC Constructors’ competition - ‘Expert’ section.
Russell Tribe, G4SAQ
I think this was third time lucky for me, in the ‘Expert’ category of our club
competition. In past years I have been deservedly beaten by some great
projects. My winning entry this time was ‘A comb-line filter for 2 metres’.

You will see from the above photo that this project was more about ‘metal
bashing’ than intricate solder work. There is nothing complicated about
the filter. The box is a commercially produced aluminium chassis. I
made the base cover for the box together with the three strips of
aluminium that comprise the inductors. The capacitors are well-made
units by the British company, Jackson (sadly now disappeared but
products still found as surplus). Both ends of the filter are terminated in
N connectors.
Construction of the project involved cutting 1.2mm aluminium with a
hacksaw, filing the edges and drilling holes. Connections were made by
bolting solder tags to the aluminium and then soldering them to the
capacitors and N connectors, as appropriate.
The design for this device was by Paul Wade, W1GHZ, an acknowledged
Guru of the higher frequencies.
(www.w1ghz.org/filter/Combline_Filters_for_VHF_and_UHF.pdf)
So, what does it do and why do I need it? Well, to answer that I firstly
have to tell you about one of my other entries in the competition. This
was the British Amateur Television Club (BATC) ‘Minitiouner’. The
unusual name arises from the fact that the designer was a Frenchman,
F6DZP
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The Minitiouner is connected to a computer to form a television receiver
for the DVB-S and DVB-S2 standards. It has an extremely wide operating
range: 143MHz to 2450MHz. As such, it is perfect for receiving reduced
bandwidth amateur TV on 146MHz (and many other bands too).
However, the wide frequency response means that the device is easily
overwhelmed by adjacent signals, hence the need to precede it with a
narrow filter for each operating band.
Below is a spectrum analyser plot showing the response of my 2 metre
comb line filter.

I hope that this article may inspire other members of our club to enter the
constructors’ competition and keep construction alive in our great hobby.
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QUIZ NIGHT

Due to the cancellation of the annual Quiz night in January 2017, and the
club’s busy diary/programme for the year it was suggested to hold the quiz
night on the last meeting of the year which includes mince pies. This was
held on Friday December 15th, but sadly no other invited clubs attended,
so it was agreed that club members grouped together to form several
teams and fun was then had by all.

I thank Christine M6UBI who kindly agreed to help me again this year and
started the evening off with thirty multiple choice/general knowledge
questions. I followed with an additional thirty in the same format until the
end when a few sample exam questions were tested out on the
Intermediate and Advanced level. This proved very interesting.
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At the end papers were passed to an opposing team for marking. Final
scores per team were very close, even to the last place group, well done
everyone; we look forward to holding the quiz night again in 2018. The
winning team was presented with the trophy, which is generally held for 12
months then returned for the next quiz, and a box of Quality Street to
share between team members G0LFI, G4SAQ, M0KTT, 2E0DNN.

Some photos of the evening attached.
Thank You
Julia G0IUY
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A 40 Metre Dipole, by Alex G0DHZ
Upon moving south back to Havant from north of the border, my antennas had to
be changed because of less room.
Taking a hint of coax lengths from the John Hayes G3BDQ Practical Wire Antennas
RSGB book, I cut the coax using the formula, 492 divided by the frequency,
multiplied by the dielectric (To calculate the ½ wavelength of coax cable use: 492/
freq. X velocity factor of cable.). The velocity factor will vary depending which type
of coax cable you are using, so you may need to change that. My RG58 was 0∙66
so for a 40m antenna the coax length came out at 46’ 6".
For those interested the number 492 is derived like this:
The speed of light is about 300,000,000 metres per second so wavelength is 300/
F(Mhz). 300 metres = 984.25 feet. One half wavelength is 984.25/2 = 492.13 feet.
That works for wavelength in free space .
Next I cut the dipole elements using the formula of 468 divided by the frequency. I
chose 7.075MHz as the centre frequency, so the practical length of the elements
came out at just over 66’. The 468 formula allows around 1’ extra each end, so you
will have some to fold back on itself to attach to the insulators, or trim when adjusting the SWR. After cutting this in half and attaching the dipole elements to the coax, I
raised the antenna and then using an antenna analyser, I kept trimming the elements
equally to get a resonant antenna. As stated above instead of trimming you could always fold the ends back, as they will then have no effect on the antenna length.
When calculating how long to make each leg of a dipole antenna, dividing the frequency in
MHz into 468 will give the overall half wave length of the antenna. Where does
the 468 factor comes from? The constant is reduced from 492 to 468 because electrons cannot move at the speed of light in a wire.
What I had trimmed off I laid to one side. When I was satisfied with the results, I
measured the trimmed wire, and subtracted it from the original length I had
started with, (the 468 divided by the frequency). By working backwards, from the
initial starting length of 468/f to 464 then 460 and so on down until it corresponded with my analysed length at 452. Of course next it had to be proved.
Every antenna site has its own "velocity factor" due to its surroundings and proximity to trees, buildings etc. And the 468 is only a rough guide. Your 40m antenna's
velocity factor may be such that the correct number is 464, 450, or ... ? That's why
the usual practice is to cut for 468 and then trim it shorter until resonance is
achieved at the desired frequency.
I then chose a dead ringer, the 30m band, an easy calculation in my head; 452 divided by
10.1, guess what, the perfect antenna.
Lastly I finished it off, sealing all the connections with my wife’s nail varnish......
I’ve noticed it should be good for a quarter wave for 60m.
So remember using 492 for the coax, and 468 for the elements will provide a
good starting point for your antenna design, and has been well proven over the
years. And on most bands the end results will be very close indeed.
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The LEGEND has retired (from Nevada Radio)
“I would like to thank all the members for the retirement card and
their great comments.
When serving you guys I just did my job and treated you the way I
would like to be treated. I'm glad to hear that I never disappointed.
I wish you all the best in your hobby and hope to pay you a visit at
the club one meeting”.
All the best from
John Gordon G7WGI
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Only managed 2 portable outings in
December W ith the weather,
Christmas, a chest infection along
with poor band conditions its hard to
get the enthusiasm to get out and
play radio.
9/12/17: Set off and arrived at the
farm, where I keep my 17m trailer
tower, at around 10am. Set-up with
a 3 element yagi for 20m and on air
by 10.50.
Had a quick flick around the band,
conditions didn’t look promising.
Found Jason ZL3JAS on 14190 peaking at around 5/7 with some heavy QSB. He
had quite an EU pile up as normal. Managed to break through, running just shy of
250w from a small amp driven by my Kenwood TS590SG. We had a quick chat
and he gave me 5/5, he was running 1kw into a 15-year-old cobweb.
Found a clear frequency and started calling CQ, this produced a steady flow of
contacts, mainly from within Europe. l struggled with heavy QSB with signals
going from S9 down S3 and into the noise in the same over. After about an hour
propagation made a noticeable change with the QSB getting deeper and signals
generally dropping with nothing peaking above an S7. Then VK8NSB, Stuart
came booming through to my call peaking 5/9+ via the SP. Had an easy copy,
with him giving me a real solid 5/9 which was a surprise as conditions had been
so poor.
I put out a few calls for any stations outside Europe but nothing… then back to a
steady flow from Europe and had a few short skip inter G’s contacts. Spoke with
Dave M6ETL from Hove, we had a short chat then I put out another call and
ZL4DH, Fred came back with 5/7 exchange. You never know who will pop up on
the radio, from just down the road to the other side of the world….. Straight after I
managed to pick out a low signal just above the noise, a good friend Jonathon
VK7JON (prev. VK6JON) a difficult copy but it turned out he was mobile. Had
been a little while since our last QSO, when conditions were better we regularly
made contact /p to /p low power and sometimes even QRP operating from the
beach via the long path early mornings our time.
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Jonathon's Outbacker multi band vertical antenna
mounted on the front of his pick-up, not sure I could drive
with that on the front :(

Calls started to slow so turned the beam towards
North America and was quickly rewarded with a call
from W4ZQ, Terry from Kentucky. Nice copy
peaking over the S9 and with him giving me a solid
S7. Managed to string a nice run together in very
difficult conditions. Even deeper QSB than I was
experiencing with contacts into Europe. Worked 12 different states- KY, FL, ME,
GA, NY, MA, PA, MI, WI, KS, OH, ME and 3 Canadian provinces – ON, QC, NS.
Before having to start packing away I had a quick look through cluster and
managed to add to the log – TI2CC Costa Rica, FR5FC Reunion Island, HK0RMR
San Andres, 5V7SM Togo, V5/DK1CE Namibia and ZS2DK South Africa.
Had a nice chat with Duncan EA5ON, he’s originally from Scotland and is now
based in Valencia. He puts out a big signal and we regularly have a chat. It’s
worth looking at his QRZ page, he has worked the world from his car parked next
to the sea (329 DXCC).
146 contacts, 31 DXCC USA, Canada, New Zealand, Czech Republic, England,
Finland, Poland, Hungary, Sweden, Slovak Republic, Serbia, Greece, Asiatic &
European Russia,
Lithuania, Germany, Romania, Australia, Bulgaria, Spain,
Togo, Estonia, San Andres, South Africa, Namibia. Reunion Island, Italy, Norway,
Ukraine, Costa Rica.
28/12/17: Arrived at the farm at around 8:30utc in the hope of catching the Long
Path opening to VK/ZL. Same set-up as previous. Conditions seemed more stable
than on my last outing. A number of 5/9 signals from ZL, only managed to work
ZL2SDX, Darren giving me 5/7. Nothing heard from Japan. Australia started
coming through around 9.30utc with very localised propagation. First VK2’s
followed by VK4’s. While calling CQ received a call from TZ/PD0FOX Mali new
DXCC for me and a number from Brazil and Paraguay. LP closed around 10.30 so
turned to beam on the short path. This opened at around 11.45 with contacts to
VK5 and VK2 areas. This opening closed quite quickly so decided to beam
towards North America and was rewarded with some nice contacts into the US,
worked 12 different states and 1 Canadian province.
I was calling for DX only so contacts were a lot harder to string together. Some
good conditions, which was a nice surprise.
34 contacts, 12 DXCC: USA, Canada, Kuwait, India, Brazil, Mali, Paraguay,
New Zealand, Sweden, Italy, Russia, Australia.
Even in poor conditions it’s always worth calling CQ. 73 de Mike, M0ZDZ
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A simple antenna solution for HF and top band
Russell Tribe, G4SAQ
This is a description of my HF antenna system. It is certainly not state of the art
but it suits my present (limited) requirements and may provide food for thought,
hence I share it with you.
The antenna started life as a ‘doublet’, which means a horizontal antenna with two
equal arms, being fed at the centre point. At its resonant frequency it is, of
course, a half wave dipole. The total length of the antenna is approximately 20
metres so it is almost resonant on the 40m band. The feeder started out as a
balanced ‘ladder line’ comprising two wires held about 10cms apart by insulated
spacers. Below the centre point is an SCG-230 automatic tuner. This tuner was
intended for use with an end-fed wire antenna, but it works well if the two sides of
a balanced feeder are connected across the earth and antenna terminals.
With this set-up the antenna would work very well on 40m and quite adequately on
the higher HF bands. After a while I changed the feeder to 75 ohm twin TV feeder
which works well and is lighter.

However, the antenna is too short to radiate as a doublet on 80m and 160m. The
SGC was capable of providing an acceptable SWR on these bands but of course,
this is absolutely no indication of efficiency!
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For the lower bands I followed the common practice of joining the two feeder
wires together at the base, connecting them to the antenna terminal of the tuner
and connecting the ground terminal of the tuner to earth (a spike and a few buried
radials). In this way the antenna became a ‘Marconi’ type and the feeder was
providing an amount of vertical radiation.
I have found that this arrangement radiates very well on top band: I can put a
good signal into the north of England at night with the legal limit of 32 Watts.
However, in common with all vertical antennas, it is susceptible to electrical noise
(a real problem for me on top band).
Now, being inherently lazy, I decided that it was too much trouble to keep going
into the garden to change the feeder connections whenever I wanted to change
between the lower and higher bands. I needed a remote switching device. At the
same time, I wanted to be able to ground the antenna when not in use in order to
provide a degree of protection against nearby lightning strikes (nothing will protect
against a direct hit). The next
diagram shows my solution
(relays are all in the powereddown positions).
Relay 1 is energised whenever
the tuner is powered up so, in the
powered-down situation, the
tuner is short circuited and the
antenna is grounded.
The coils of relays 2 & 3 are
wired together and are switched
by one line back to the shack.
When they are powered-down,
the antenna functions as a
Marconi for 80m and 160m.
When the relays are energised,
the antenna becomes a balanced
doublet for 40m and above.
I used 16 amp double pole mains relays. These are good up to 2m and introduce
negligible losses in this application.
In conclusion, this article is intended to stimulate thought, rather than to present a
high performance, well-evaluated antenna. Have fun with your experiments!
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TRAINING 2017
The HDARC is pleased to announce that 2017 was another good year
with regards candidates at both FL and IL wishing to study and sit the
RSGB Examinations so that they could enjoy the benefits of Amateur
Radio. Both courses were running in parallel to each other with some of
the more experienced candidates on both courses being able to book
examinations within our exam centre sooner rather than later, all of whom
passed and are now studying for the next level.
The remainder of the candidates on both courses continued with studies
and the Foundation exam was booked for Friday 1st September at
19.30hrs. All three candidates were successful and given their indicative
pass marks. The club was due to hold an Intermediate exam that same
evening but due to unforeseen circumstances the candidate had to cancel,
and as it was well within time of the exam papers to be printed, the revised
date was held over, so that candidate will now sit his exam in February
2018. We wish him luck.
The club was able to book an additional examination date for the one
remaining Intermediate candidate who completed his practical elements
for Friday 2nd November, where he was also given his indicative pass
mark. Congratulations to them all.
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For the M6 (Foundation) candidates, they will be starting the Intermediate
course at our exam centre on Friday 19th January 2018.
The 2E0 (Intermediate) candidates will be signing up in due course to do
the Advanced (Full) licence with additional help in mentoring on club
nights if required.
Thanks go to the assessors and all members of the training team, who
without their hard work and dedication to the hobby of Amateur Radio, and
the candidates putting in the hard work required with study prior to any
examination, may not have achieved such good results.
Congratulations
involved.

to

everyone

Another Foundation course will
also be running in parallel to the
Intermediate on January 19th
2018.
We have some candidates
already signed up to start but if
you are interested in becoming
a Radio Amateur and feel you
would like to come along to one
of our club night meetings,
please contact the examination
Secretary via email:
juliatribe@ntlworld.com
or look on the club website:
www.hdarc.co.uk and view our
bi-monthly journals.
Photos of the candidates
included with this article were
provided by Julia G0IUY
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CLUB NEWS/DIARY

Compiled by Stuart GØFYX

News of club members
Welcome to new member Phillip Johnston M6PGJ from Hayling Island.
At the time of writing this, we hear that Hugh M1ETU/MØSOP is in hospital after
suffering breathing problems. We wish him a speedy recovery and return home.
Congratulations to the winning team in the HDARC quiz evening in December.
The team was Frank MØLFI, Chris MØKTT, Russ G4SAQ, and Dennis 2EØDNN.
Thank you to the quiz mistresses Julia GØIUY and Christine M6UBI.
Well done to Rob MØRZF who had an article published in the December 2017
issue of RadCom. It was on page 54 and titled ‘An end-connected ‘Windom’’.
Diary
Friday February 2nd Natter night/Social evening
Friday February 16th Andrew Negus will be giving us Part 3 of his series of
talks on the history of Portsmouth
Friday March 2nd
Natter night/Social evening
Friday March 16th
Bryan Jerrard will be giving us a talk on
“History and Language - Is it all a load of codswallop?”
This ‘n’ that
In the RSGB Autumn series of contests, HDARC came 13th out of 19 in the ‘Local
Clubs’ section. Well done to the few members who took part for the club. The
RSGB Club Championship series starts in February. Dates are: Feb 5th SSB,
14th Data, 22nd CW. March dates are: 5th Data, 14th CW and 22nd SSB. Would
be nice to see more members taking part, and also for the Data sessions.
http://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/rules/2018/r80mcc.shtml
A future date for your diary: The annual Skittles evening will be held on Friday
April 27th at the Southwick Park Golf Club. Details/menu choices to follow later.
The WW1 Remembrance Centre moved from Fort Widley last year, and is now
located at Bastion 6, Airport Service Road, Portsmouth PO3 5PJ. It is well worth a
visit, and we plan to run a special event station from there this year. Open every
day except Mondays, from 1100-1500. All the details are at :
www.thegreatwarremembered.com .
Reminder that if you haven’t paid your subs for 2018 by January 31st, your
membership of HDARC will lapse.
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Horndean & District A.R.C Information.

Club Call signs

G4FBS (Held by MØKTT); G6RST (Held by G4WQZ)

Club Website

http://www.hdarc.co.uk
(Maintained by Neil M6LPI )

Club Yahoo Group Administrator is Stuart GØFYX
Club Meetings

Held at Deverell Hall, 84 London Rd, Purbrook,
Waterlooville, Hants. PO7 5JU, on the 1st and
3rd Friday of each month. Commencing at 1930.

Club Nets

All times are local and frequencies plus/minus QRM.

Sunday

0900 CW until about 0930 then SSB on 1950 kHz.
Net controller:- Stuart GØFYX
2000 FM 433.450 MHz
Net controller:- John G4WQZ

Monday

1930 SSB 1950kHz
Net controller:- Stuart GØFYX

Wednesday

1930 FM 145.375 MHz
Net controller:- John G4WQZ

Club Membership
Joining fee £2 . Annual fee £26. Those aged 10-18 pay half this rate, and
under 10’s have free junior membership. For Europe and rest of the World
fees please contact the Membership Secretary. All annual fees payable on
November 1st. If fees not paid by the following January 31st, membership is
ended.
Club Awards
Full details from Stuart GØFYX (details on committee page).

